Law + Innovation Lab
Professor Lois R. Lupica
Assignments for First Class: Thursday, January 14, 2021 at 2:30
Welcome to the Law + Innovation Lab! There are a couple of projects I would like you
to tackle before our first class. These projects are also posted on Canvas.
Project #1:
One of the things we are going to focus on is creativity and the communication of
complex ideas in an accessible (and entertaining) way. To that end, I would like you to
introduce yourself by developing a two minute biographical video. You can focus on
one or two salient events or features in your life, an issue or topic you are passionate
about, or you can provide a summary of your life to date. You can record a video using
your iphone, Kaltura or create an animated story. Moovly, Powtoon, Vyond and
Animaker are free animated video development apps you can access. I don't want just
a talking head bio -- I'm looking for creativity -- and dare I say -- innovation! I've
posted an example of an animated video using Animaker on the Law + Innovation Lab
website.
https://app.animaker.com/video/FDAE8I2YX4CNT30H (Links to an external site.)
We will view these videos on the first day of class (Thursday, January 14th) and you will
vote on the "best" entry in a number of categories.
Project #2:
Please develop a flow chart that is a prelude to building the app, Tea or Coffee? (See
link below). In other words, using a tool such as Lucidchart (free), Powerpoint or any
other program or platform that you have access to, create a flow chart that visually
outlines the process of ordering a custom hot beverage. The app should ask the user a
number of sequential questions about their preferences, and then conclude with a
message that their specified order is on its way. Please be prepared to share your
flowchart during our first class on Thursday, January 14th.
Your flowchart will form the basis of your first app building project (to be embarked on
during the week of January 19th)!
https://loisrlupica.app.law/tea-or-coffee/560784

